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Program testing can be used very effectively to show the presence of 
bugs, but is hopelessly inadequate for showing their absence and a con- 
vincing correctness proof seems the only way to reach the required confi- 
dence level. 
In order that such a convincing correctness proof may exist, two 
conditions must be satisfied by such a correctness proof: 
1) it must be a proof and that implies that we need a set of axioms 
to start with 
2) it must be convincing and that implies that we must be able to write, 
to check, to understand and to appreciate the proof. 
This essay deals with the tist of these two topics. 
We are considering finite computations only ; therefore we can restrict 
ourselves to computational processes taking place in a finite state machine 
-although the possible number of states may be very, very large- and 
take the point of view that the net effect of the computation can be 
described by the transition from initial to final state. (Since the classical 
work of A. M. Turing, and again since the recent work of D. Scott, one 
often encounters the tacit assumption that size and speed of today’s 
computers are so huge, that the inclusion of infinite computations leads 
to the most appropriate model. I would be willing to buy that if- aa in 
the case of “the line at i&&y”, sweetly leading to projective geometry - 
the suggested generalization would clean up the majority of the arguments. 
Thanks to Cantor, Dedekind et al., however, we know that the inclusion 
of the infinite computation is not a logically painless affair, on the con- 
trary! In the light of that experience it seems more effective to restrict 
oneself to finite computations taking place in a finite, but sufficiently 
large universe, thereby avoiding a number of otherwise self-inflicted pains. 
Those mathematicians that are so biased as to refuse to consider an area 
of thought worthy of their attention, unless it pays full attention to their 
pet generalizations, should perhaps not try to follow the rest of my argu- 
ment.) The computation is assumed to take place under control of an 
algorithm, and we want to make assertions about all possible compu- 
tations that may be evoked under control of such a program. And we 
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want to base these assertions on the program text! (In particular for 
sub-programs our aims are usually more modest, being content with 
assertions about the class of computations that can take place under 
the additional constraint that the initial state satisfies some further 
condition, as we are able to show that such a condition will always be 
satisfied whenever the sub-program is invoked.) 
This implies that we must have a formal definition of the semantics 
of the programming language in which the program has been expressed. 
The earliest efforts directed towards such definition of semantics that 
I am aware of have been what I call “mechanistic definitions” : they 
gave a definition (or “a description”) of the steps that should be carried 
out in executing a program, they gave you “the rules of the game” 
necessary to carry out any given computation (as determined by program 
and initial state!) by hand or by machine. The basic shortcoming 
of this approach was that the semantics of an algorithm were expressed 
in terms of “the rules of the game”, i.e. in terms of another algorithm. 
The game can only be played for a chosen initial state, and as a result 
it is as powerless as program testing! A mechanistic definition as such 
is not a sound basis for making assertions about the whole class of possible 
computations associated with a program. It is this shortcoming that the 
axiomatic method seeks to remedy. 
We consider predicates P, Q, R, . . . on the set of states ; for each possible 
state a given predicate will be either true or false and if we so desire, 
we can regard the predicate as characterizing the subset of states for 
which it is true. There are two special predicates, named T and F: T is 
true for all possible states (characterizes the universe), P is false for all 
possible states (characterizes the empty set). We call two predicates P 
and Q equal (“P= Q”) when the sets of states for which they are true 
are the same. (Note that PfT - or non (P=T) - does not allow us to 
conclude P= P!) We restrict ourselves to state spaces that are defined 
as the Cartesian product of (the individual state spaces of) a number of 
named variables of known types. Predicates P, Q, R, . . . are then formal 
expressions in terms of 
1) the aforementioned variables (i.e. the “co-ordinates” of our state 
space) 
2) constants of the appropriate types 
3) free variables of the appropriate types. 
The rules for evaluation of these formal expressions fall outside the scope 
of this essay: we assume them to be given “elsewhere”, not tempted to 
redo, say, the work of a Boole or a Peano. (The ability to formulate the 
specifications to be met by the program presupposes that such work has 
already been done “elsewhere”.) 
We consider the semantics of a program S fully determined when we 
can derive for any post-condition P to be satisfied by the final state, 
the weakest pre-condition that for this purpose should be satisfied by the 
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initial state. We regard this weakest pre-condition as a function of the 
post-condition P and denote it by “fS(P)“. Here we regard the fS as a 
“predicate transformer”, as a rule for deriving the weakest pre-condition 
from the post-condition to which it corresponds. 
The semantics of a program S are defined when its corresponding predi- 
cate transformer fS is given, the semantics of a programming language 
are defined when the rules are given which tell how to construct the 
predicate transformer fS corresponding to any program S written in that 
language. 
As most programming languages are defined recursively, we can expect 
such construction rules for the predicate transformer of the total program 
to be expressed in terms of predicate transformers associated with com- 
ponents. But, as we shall see in a moment, we must observe some re- 
strictions, for if we allow ourselves too much freedom in the construction 
of predicate transformers we may arrive at predicate transformers fS 
such that fS(P) can no longer be interpreted as the weakest pre-condition 
corresponding to the post-condition P for a possible deterministic machine. 
Our construction rules for predicate transformers fS must be such that, 
whatever fS we construct, it must have the following four basic properties : 
1) P= Q implies fS(P) = fS(Q) 
2) fS(F)=F 
3) fS(P and Q)=fS(P) and fS(Q) 
4) fS(P or Q)=fW’) or fS(Q) 
Predicate transformers enjoying those four properties we call “healthy”. 
Property 1 assures that we are justified in regarding the predicates as 
characterizing our true subject matter, viz. sets of states: it would be 
awkward if fS(x> 0) differed from fS(0 <x)! 
Property 2 is the so-called “Law of the Excluded Miracle” and does 
not need any further justification. 
The justification for properties 3 and 4 becomes fairly obvious when 
we consider, for instance, P= (0 QX Q 2) and Q = (1 GXQ 3) and require 
that each initial state satisfying fS(P) is mapped into a single state satis- 
fying P and similarly for Q. Conversely it can be shown that each healthy 
predicate transformer fS can be interpreted as describing the net effect 
of a deterministic machine, whose actions are fully determined by the 
initial state. 
From our 1st and 4th properties we can derive a conclusion. Let P + Q; 
from this it follows that there exists a predicate R such that we can write 
Q= P or R. Our 1st and 4th properties then tell us that 
fS(Q)= fS(P or R)= fS(P) or fS(R) 
from which we deduce that 
5) P + Q implies fS(P) =+ fS(Q). 
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A further useful property of healthy predicate transformers can be 
derived already at this stage. Properties 1 and 4 allow us to conclude 
for any P 
f&(P) or fS(non P)=fS(P or non P)=fS(T). 
Taking at both sides the conjunction with non f&P) we reach 
/#(non P) and non fltl(P)=fS(T) and non f&(P). 
Properties 1, 2 and 3 allow us to conclude for the same fS and same P 
/S(P) and f&non P) =fS(P and non P) =fS(P) = 8. 
Taking in the last two formulae at both sides the disjunction we find 
for healthy predicate transformers property 
6) f&non P)=fS(T) and non /S(P) 
or, replacing P by non P and taking the negation at both sides, its alterna- 
tive formulation 
6’) non fS(P) =/&non P) or non /S(T). 
The simplest predicate transformer enjoying the four basic properties 
is the identity transformation : 
p(P) = P. 
The corresponding statement is well known to programmers, they usually 
call it “the empty statement”. 
But it is very hard to build up very powerful programs from empty 
statements alone, we need something more powerful. We really want to 
transform a given predicate P into a possibly different predicate f&P). 
One of the most basic operations that can be performed upon formal 
expressions is substitution, i.e. replacing all occurences of a variable by 
(the same) “something else”. If in the predicate P all occurrences of the 
variable “a? are replaced by (E), then we denote the result of this transfor- 
mation by 
P&2. 
Now we can consider statements 8 such that 
jfl(p) = PE-+z, 
where z is a “co-ordinate variable” of our state space and ,ZS an expression 
of the appropriate type. The above rule introduces a whole class of 
statements, each of them given by three things 
a) the identity of the variable x to be replaced 
b) the fact that the substitution is the corresponding rule for predicate 
transformation 
c) the expression E which is to replace every occurrence of z in P. 
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The usual way to write such a statement is 
x:=E 
and such a statement is known under the name of an ‘cassignment state- 
ment”. We can formulate the 
Axiom of Assignment. When the statement S is of the form x: = E, 
its semantics are given by the predicate transformer fS that is such that 
for all P 
fs(p) = P&-a. 
The substitution process leads to healthy predicate transformers. 
Although from a logical point of view unnecessary-we can take this 
predicate transformer to give by definition the semantics of what we call 
assignment statements -it is wise to confront this axiomatic definition 
with our intuitive understanding of the assignment statement-if we have 
one! -and it is comforting to discover that indeed it captures the as- 
signment statement as we (may) know it, as the following examples show. 
They are written in the format: 
tfw)l w?. 
b-4 x:=1 w-2 
w 9 x:=1 w2> 
(a>0 and (x+l)<9} x:=x+1 {a>0 and x<9}. 
The above rules enable us to establish the semantics of the empty 
program and of the program consisting of a single assignment statement. 
In order to be able to compose more complicated predicate transformers, 
we observe that the functional composition of two healthy predicate 
transformers is again healthy. So this is a legitimate way of constructing 
a new one and we are led to the 
Axiom of Conoatertation. Given two statements 81 and 52 with 
healthy predicate transformers fS1 and fS2 respectively, the predicate 
transformer fS, given for all P by 
f&P) =fSWS2(P)) 
is healthy and taken as the semantic definition of the statement S that 
we denote by 
Sl; s2. 
Functional composition is Ltssociative and we are therefore justified in 
the use of the term “concatenation” : it makes no difference if we parse 
“Sl; S2 ; 53” either as “(Sl ; 82) ; S3” or as “Sl; (52 ; 53)“. 
Relating the axiomatic definition of the concatenation operator “ ;” to 
our intuitive understanding of a sequential computation, it just means 
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that each execution of Sl (when completed) will immediately be followed 
by an execution of 52 and, conversely, that each execution of 52 has 
immediately been preceded by an execution of Sl. The functional compo- 
sition identifies the initial state of 52 with the final state of 6’1. 
Looking for new programming language constructs implies looking for 
new ways of constructing predicate transformers, but all this, of course, 
subject to the restriction that the ensuing predicate transformer must be 
healthy. And a number of obvious suggestions must be rejected on that 
ground, such as: 
fS(P) = non fSl(P) 
for that would violate the Law of the Excluded Miracle. 
Also 
/S(P) =fSl(P) and f/32(P) 
must be rejected as such a fS violates the basic property 4: 
fS(P or Q)=fSl(P or &) and fSS(P or &) 
={fSl(P) or fSl(Q)l and {fS2(P) or fS2(Q)l 
while 
fS(P) or fS(Q) = ifSI =d fS2(P)l or {fSl(Q) and fS2(Q)) 
and they are in general different, as the first of the two leads to the 
additional terms in the disjunction 
(fSl(P) and fSW)l or {fSl(Q) ad fSW%. 
Similarly, if we choose 
fS(P) = fSl(P) or fS2(P) 
property 3 is violated, because 
fS(P and Q)=fSl(P and &) or fS2(P and &) 
={fSl(P) ad fSl(Q)) or (fS2(P) ad fS2(Q)l 
while 
fS(P) and fS(Q) = {fSl(P) or fS2(P)l ad {fSUQ) or fS2(&)1 
and here the second one leads to the additional terms in the disjunction 
(fSl(P) and fS2(Q)l or {fSl(Q) and fS2(P)}. 
This leads to the suggestion that we look for fS1 and fS2 (in general fSt) 
such that for any P and Q 
i#j implies f&(P) and f&(Q) =P. 
Doing it for a pair leads to the 
Axiom of Binary Selection. Given two statements S1 and 52 with 
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healthy predicate transformers f/31 and fS2 respectively and a predicate B, 
the predicate transformer f/S’, given for all P by 
fS(P) = {B and fSl(P)} or {non B and fSsS(P)) 
is healthy and taken as the semantic definition of the statement S that 
we denote by 
if B then Sl else S2 fi. 
(This is readily extended to a choice between three, four or any ex- 
plicitly enumerated set of mutually exclusive alternatives, leading to the 
so-called case-construction.) 
For an arbitrary given sequence fSt we can not hope that i#j implies 
f&(P) and f&(Q) = P for any P and Q, but we may hope to achieve this 
if we can generate the f& by a recurrence relation. Before we embark 
upon such a project, however, we should derive a useful property of the 
predicate transformers we have been willing to construct thus far. 
If two predicate transformers fS and fS’ satisfy the property that for 
all P: fS(P) + fS’(P), th en we call fS as strong as fS’ and fS’ as weak as@. 
(The predicate transformer given for all P by fS(P) =F is as strong 
as any other, the predicate transformer given by fS(P)=T would be as 
weak as any other if it were admitted, but it is not healthy: it violates 
the Law of the Excluded Miracle.) 
We can now formulate and derive our 
Theorem of Monotonicity. Whenever in a predicate transformer fS, 
formed by concatenation and/or selection, one of the constituent predicate 
transformers is replaced by one as weak (strong) as the original one, the 
resulting predicate transformer, fS’ is as weak (strong) as fS. 
Obviously we only need to show this for the elementary transformer 
constructions. 
Concatenation, case 1: 
Lets be:Sl;S2 
let S’ be: Sl’ ; S2 
let Sl’ be as weak as Sl, 
then for any P, fS(P)=fSl(Q) and fS’(P)=fSl’(Q), with Q=fS2(P); as 
fSl(Q) =+- fSl’(Q) for any Q, fS(P) =+ fS’(P) for any P. QED. 
Concatenation, case 2 : 
Lets be:Sl;S2 
let S’ be: Sl; S2’ 
let 52’ be as weak as 52, 
then for any P, fS(P)=fSl(Q) and fS’(P)=fSl(R) where Q=fS2(P) and 
R= fS2’(P). Because for any P, Q q R, it follows from the healthiness 
of fS1, that fS(P) +-f&“(P) for any P. QED. 
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Binary selection, case 1: 
Let S be: if I3 then ~31 else S2 fi 
let S’ be: if B then 81’ else S2 fi 
let Sl’ be as weak as Sl, 
then for any P 
fS(P)= {B and fS1 (P)} or (non B and fS2(P)} 
e- {B and fSl’(P)} or { non B and fS2(P))=fS’(P). QED. 
Binary selection, case 2, can be left to the industrious reader, 
Let us now consider a predicate transformer G constructed, by means 
of concatenation and selection, out of a number of healthy predicate 
transformers, among which is fH. (This latter predicate transformer may 
be used “more than once” : then G corresponds to a program text in 
which the corresponding statement H occurs more than once.) We wish 
to regard this predicate transformer as a function of fH and indicate 
that by writing G(fH), i.e. G derives, by concatenation and/or selection 
with other, in this connection fixed predicate transformers, a new predicate 
transformer. We now consider the recurrence relation 
(1) fHr =G(fHt-1) 
which is a tractable thing in the sense that if fHo is as strong (weak) 
as fH1, it follows via mathematical induction from the Theorem of Mono- 
tonicity that fHc is as strong (weak) as fHt+l for all i. We should like to 
start the recurrence relation with a constant transformer fHo that is either 
as strong or as weak as any other. We can do this for a predicate trans- 
former as strong as any other by choosing fHo= fSTOP, given by 
fSTOP(P)= F for any P. 
(The predicate transformer fSTOP satisfies all the requirements for healthi- 
ness.) And so we find ourselves considering the sequence of predicate 
transformers given by fHo= fSTOP and for i > 0: 
(2) fHi = G(fHt-1) 
with the property that 
1) all fHg are healthy (by induction) 
2) for i< j and any P: fHt(P) =+ fHj(P). 
Because all fHg are healthy and any P =z- T, we also know that for any P 
fHs(P) =+ fHt(T). 
We now recall that we were looking for f& such that for any P and & 
and i#j we would have f&(P) and f&(Q) = F. 
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We csn derive such predicate transformers from the fHj. As each fHj(P) 
implies for the same P the next one in the sequence, we oould try for i > 0 
(3) f&(P) = fH,(P) and non fHt-l(P) 
i.e. the f&(P) is the “incremental tolerance”, but-both on account of 
the conjunction and on account of the negation- it is not immediately 
obvious that such a construction is a healthy predicate transformer. 
Therefore we proceed a little bit more carefully, first deriving a few other 
theorems about two predicate transformers fS and fS’, such that fS is 
as strong as f/Y, i.e. fS(P) + f/Y(P) for any P. Another way of writing 
this same implication is 
fS’(P)=fS(P) or {fS’(P) and non fS(P)}. 
Referring to property 6’ of healthy predicate transformers we can replace 
“non fS(P)” and find 
fS’(P) = fS(P) or (fS’(P) and {fS(non P) or non fS(T)}}. 
Because fS(non P) =+ fS’(non P) =+ non fS’(P), this reduces to 
(4) fS’(P)=fS(P) or {fS’(P) and non fS(T)} 
from which we derive (by taking the conjunction with fS(T)) 
(5) fS’(P) and fS(T) = fS(P) 
and (by taking the conjunction with non fS(P)) 
(6) fS’(P) and non fS(P)= fS’(P) and non fS(T). 
From (6) we conclude, because fHw(P) =+ fHt(P), that our tentative 
definition (3) leads to 
(7) 
1 
f&(P) = fH{(P) ad non fHt-l(P) 
=fHg(P) and non fHg-l(T) 
and because “non fH(-l(T)” is a predicate independent of P, the f& a,s 
defined by (3) are healthy. 
Defining 
&,=I’ and for i>O: Kt=fSt(T) 
it is easy to show that 
(f-3) i#j implies Kt and KJ = F. 
This is proved by a reductio and absurdum. Let i<j and suppose 
Kt and KjfF; then there exists a point v in state space such that 
K{(v) and K,(v) = true. 
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However, K‘(v) implies fH$P)(w) which implies OH&!‘) -because 
j-l>i-wh’ h lc implies K~(v) = false and this is the contradiction we were 
after. In other words: in each point in state space at most one Kg is true. 
From (7) combined with /Ha(P) =s. /Hi(T) it follows that 
(9) f&(P) = Kt and fHt(P) 
which together with (8) leads to the conclusion that for any P and Q 
(10) i#j implies f&(P) and f&(Q) = F 
and this is exactly the relation we have been looking for. 
In passing we note that, on account of (9), Kg= F implies f&(P) = F; 
on account of (7) this tells us that for any P fHs(P) =+ fHg-l(P); we also 
know that fHt-l(P) =+ fHg(P) for any P and we conclude fHg(P) =fHt-l(P). 
As this holds for any P, we conclude fHr= fHt-1 and therefore 
fHi+l=G(fHt) =G(fHr-l)=fHe. 
In other words 
(11) 
Kr= F implies fHj= fHr-1 for j>i 
and Kj=F for j>i. 
Returning to (10) we conclude that with the aid of our sequence f& 
we can now form two new healthy predicate transformers, firstly 
fH(P)=(Ai: Igi: f&(P)), 
but that one, although healthy, is not interesting because on account of 
(10) it is identically F ; and secondly 
(12) fH(P)=(Ei: l<i: f&(P)), 
The latter one is not identically F and we call it a predicate transformer 
“composed by recursion”. In formula (12), for each point v in state space, 
such that fH(P)(v)=true, the existential quantifier singles out a unique 
value of i. 
Alternatively we may write 
(13) fH(P)= (Ej: 1 gj: fH,(P)). 
It is by now most urgent that we relate the above to our intuitive 
understanding of the recursive procedure: then all our formulae become 
quite obvious. 
First a remark about the Theorem of Monotonicity : it just states that 
if we replace a component of a structure by a more powerful one, the 
modified structure will be at least as powerful as the original one. (Consider, 
for instance, an implementation of a programming language that leads 
to program abortion when integer overflow occurs, i.e. when an integer 
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value outside the range [ -M, +M] is generated. When we modify the 
machine by increasing M, all computations that were originally feasible, 
remain so, but possibly we can do more.) 
Now for the recursion. All we have been talking about is a recursive 
procedure (without local variables and without parameters) that could 
have been declared by a text of the form 
proc H: . . . H . . . H . . . H . . . carp 
i.e. a procedure H that may call itself from various places in its body. 
Mentally we are considering a sequence of procedures Hc with 
Our rules 
proc Ho : STOP carp 
proc Hi: . . . Ht-1 . . . Ht-1 . . . Ht-1 . . . carp 
fHo=fSTOP and for i>O fHs=G(fHt-1) 
are such that the predicate transformer fHg corresponds to our intuitive 
understanding of the call of procedure Ht. In terms of the procedure H, 
fHg describes what a call of the procedure H can do under the additional 
constraint that the dynamic recursion depth will not exceed i. In particular, 
fHr(T) characterizes the initial states such that the procedure call will 
terminate with a dynamic recursion depth not exceeding i, while Ki 
characterizes those initial states such that a call of H will give rise to a 
maximum recursion depth exactly = i. This intuitive interpretation makes 
our earlier formulae quite obvious, fH(T) is the weakest pre-condition 
that the call will lead to a terminating computation. 
The Theorem of Monotonicity was proved for predicate transformers 
formed by concatenation and/or selection. If in the body of H one of the 
predicate transformers fS is replaced by fS, as weak (strong) as fS, then 
G’(fH) will be as weak (strong) as G(fH), giving rise to an fHt’ as weak 
(strong) as fHc ; as a result the Theorem of Monotonicity holds also for 
predicate transformers constructed via recursion. 
Our axiomatic definition of the semantics of a recursive procedure 
and for i>O: 
and finally : 
fHo= fSTOP 
fHc = G(fHa-1) 
fH(P) = (E i : i > 0: fHg(P)) 
is nice and compact, in actual practice it has one tremendous disadvantage : 
for all but the simplest bodies, it is impossible to use it directly. fHl(P) 
becomes a line, fHz(P) becomes a page, etc. and this circumstance makes 
it often very unattractive to use it directly. We cannot blame our axiomatic 
definition of the recursive procedure for this unattractive state of affairs: 
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recursion is such a powerful technique for the construction of new predicate 
transformers that we can hardly expect a recursive procedure “chosen 
at random” to turn out to be a mathematically manageable object. So we 
had better discover which recursive procedures can be managed intel- 
lectually and how. This is nothing more nor less than asking for useful 
theorems about the semantics of recursive procedures. 
* * 
* 
Now we are going to prove the Fundamental Invariance Theorem for 
Recursive Procedures. 
Consider a text, called H”, of the form 
H”: . . . H’ . . . H’ . . . H’ . . . 
to which corresponds a predicate transformer fH”, such that for a specific 
pair of predicates Q and R, the assumption Q =+ fH’(R) is a sufficient 
assumption about the healthy fH’ for proving Q =z- fH”(R). In that case, 
the recursive procedure H given by 
proc H: . . . H . . . H . . . H . . . carp 
(where we get this text by removing the dashes and enclosing the resulting 
text between the brackets proc and carp) enjoys the property that 
(14) {Q and fH(W =+ fH(R). 
(The tentative conclusion Q e- fH(R) is wrong as is shown by the 
example proc H: H carp.) 
We show this by showing that then for all i> 0 
(16) IQ and fH~(W =+- fHt(R) 
and from (15), (14) follows trivially. Relation (15) holds for i=O, and 
we shall show if it holds for i =j - 1, it will hold for i =j as well. 
In the formulation of the Fundamental Invariance Theorem for Re- 
cursive Procedures we have mentioned “a pair of predicates Q and R”; 
we did so, because besides the co-ordinate variables of the state space, 
in which the computations evolve, and the constants, they may contain 
free variables as well and they are paired by the fact that they are the 
same in a pair Q and R. For instance, both Q and R may end with “and 
(x=x$‘, where “x” is a co-ordinate variable and “xc” a free variable, 
thus expressing that the value of z will remain unchanged, whatever its 
initial value. To denote a specific set (or sets) of free variable values, we 
shall use small letters, supplied as subscripts. Our statement of affairs, say 
Q ==+ fH”(R) 
is then written down more explicitly as 
Qe ==+ fH”(Re) 
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in order to indicate that Q and R are coupled by a set of free variables. 
(As subscripts I shall use “e” for external and “i” for internal.) 
Let us &rat consider, for the sake of simplicity, the case that the text H” 
contains a single reference to H’. In the evaluation of fH”(Re), let Pl, 
be the argument that, working backwards, is supplied to fH’; with 
we can then write 
(16) 
P2e= fH’(P1,) 
fH”(R,)=E(P2,). 
We can regard E as a predicate transformer operating on its argument 
P26, but considered as predicate transformer it is not necessarily healthy: 
it may violate the Law of the Excluded Miracle. It enjoys, however the 
other three properties : 
P = Q implies E(P) = E(Q) 
E(P and Q)=E(P) and E(Q) 
E(P or Q)=E(P) or E(Q) 
and therefore also the fifth: 
P =S Q implies E(P) =+ E(Q). 
The statement that with regard to the predicate pair Q and R the 
assumption Q G- fH’(R) is a sufficient assumption about fH’ in order to 
prove Q + fH”(R) amounts more explicitly to the following statement: 
There exist for the free variables occurring in Q and R a set i of values 
(in general functionally dependent on the set e), such that 
Rr + PI, 
(1’) Qe ==+ E(Qt)- 
(For instance, consider the statement 
H”:n:=n-1; H’;n:=n+l 
with Q and R both: n=m, where no is a free variable. Our proof for 
(n=n,) + fH”(n=n,) 
can be based on the assumption 
(n = nt) =s- fH’(n = m) 
with 
nt=ne- 1. 
Here R, and Q6 are both : n =n, and Ra and Qt are both : n = nr.) 
When we are now able to show that 
W fH0’) ==+ E(fHdT)) 
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then it follows from (17) that 
Qe and f%(T) +-Et&t and fH&!‘)) 
and as a result {Qt and fHj-r(T)} + fH’(R~) is then a sufficient assumption 
about fH’ to conclude that {Qe and fH#‘)} =+fH”(R,). As fH1 depends 
on fH,-1 as H” on H’, this would conclude the induction step and (14) 
would have been proved. 
We have two holes to fill : we have to show (18) and we have to extend 
the line of reasoning to texts of H”, containing more than one reference 
to H’. Let us first concentrate on (18). 
We have defined fHj=G(fHpl), but because for any P, we have 
fHj-l(P) ==+ fHAT), an identical definition would have been 
fHj = G(fHpl(T) and fH+1) 
i.e. each predicate formed by applying fHj-1 is replaced by its conjunction 
with fHpl(T). And therefore, instead of 
Pl = f&T) (i.e. Pl is the argument supplied to fH’ 
P2 = fH,-l(P1) in the evaluation of fH”(T).) 
fHkT) = WP2) 
we could have written equally well 
Pl =fS(T) 
P2= fH,-l(P1) 
fHj(T) =E(P2 and fHpl(T)). 
But (P2 and fHpl(T)) =+ fH!-l(T) and therefore, because the transformer 
E enjoys the fifth property, we are entitled to conclude 
fH,(T) + E(fH+l(T)) i.e. relation (18). 
To fill the second hole, viz. that in the text called H” more than one 
reference to H’ may occur, is easier. Working backwards in the evaluation 
of fH”(R,) means that we first encounter the innermost evaluation(s) of 
fH’, whose argument does not contain fH’. For those predicate transformers 
we apply our previous argument, showing that for them the weaker 
assumption & and fHpl(T) + fH’(R) is sufficient. Then its value is replaced 
by Qi (or Qti if you prefer) and we start afresh. In this way the sufficiency 
of the weaker assumption about fH’ can be established for all occurrences 
of fH’ - only a finite number! -in turn, 
* * 
* 
For the recursive routines of the particularly simple form 
proc H: if B then Xl ; H else fi carp 
15 
we can ask ourselves what must be known about B and 81, when we 
take for R the special form Q and non B. Then 
fH”(Q and non B) = {B and fSl(fH’(Q and non B))} or {Q and non B}. 
In order to be able to conclude Q - fH”(Q and non B) on account of 
Q =+ fH’(Q and non B), the necessary and sufficient assumption about 
f&l is 
IQ and Bl *ffll(Q). 
Procedures of this simple form are such useful elements that it is gener- 
ally felt justified to introduce a specific notation for it, in which the 
recursive procedure remains anonymous : it should contain as “parameters” 
the B and the Sl and we usually write 
while B do Sl od. 
With the statement S of the above form, we have now proved that 
{Q and Bl =+ffil(Q) implies {Q and f/S’(T)) =z- fS(Q and non B). 
This is called “The Fundamental Invariance Theorem for Repetition”. 
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